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ABSTRACT

A method of determining a geographic location of an
Internet user involve,. determining if the host is on-line,
determining ownership of the host name, and then deter-
mining the route taken in delivering packets to the user.
Based on the detected route, the method proceeds with
determining the geographic route based on the host locations
and then assigning a wnfidcuce level to the assigned loca-
tion. A system collects the geographic information and
allows web sites or other entities to request the geographic
location of thew visitors. The database of geographic loca-
tions may be stored in a central location or, alternatively,
may be at least partially located al the web site. With this
information, web sites can target content, advertising, or
route traffic depending upon tiro geographic locations of
their visitors.. Tbrougb web site requests for geographic
information, a csenaral database tratim an Internet user's
traffic on the Internet whereby a profile can be generated. In
addition to this profile, the central database can store visi -
tor's preferences as to what content should be delivered to
an IP address, the available interface, and the network speed
a.csoeialed with that lP address.

15 Claims, 15 Drawing Sheets
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SYSTEMS AND ME'T'HODS FOR

DETERMINING COLLECnNG AND USING
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATfONS OF TNTERNEf

USERS

CROSS. REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

"Phis application claims priority to, and incorporates by
reference, U.S. application Ser. No. 501132,147 entitled
"System to Determine the C'rcographic Location of an later-
net User" filed on May 3, 1999, and U.S. application Set.
No. 601133,939 entitled "Method, System and Set of Pro-
grams for Tailoring an Internet Site Based Upon the Geo-

	

graphic Location or Internet Connection Speed of Internet
User" filed on May 13, 1999.

FIELD OF THE INVEN' ION

The present invention relates to systems and methods for
determiniag geographic locations of Internet users. Accord- Ze
ing to other aspects, the invention relates to systems and

	

methods for collecting geographic locations of Internet
users, for profiling Internet users, or for selectively deliver-
ing information based an the geographic locations or con-
nection speeds of the Internet users.

	

is

BACKGROUND

'The Internet consists of a network of interconncctcd

	

computer networks. Each of thcsc computers has an IP 30
address that is mmpriscd of a series of four numbers
separated by periods or dots and each of these four numbers
is an 8-bit integer which collectively represent the unique
address of the computer within the Internet. The Internet is

	

a packet switching network whereby a data We routed over 35
the Internet to some destination is broken down into a
number of packets that arc separately iransmittcd to the
destination. Itch packet contains. inter alia, some portion of
the data file and the IP address of the destination.

The IP address of a destination is useful in routing packets 40
to tLx correct destination but is not very people friendly. A
group of four &bit numbers by themselves do not reveal or
suggest anything about the destination and most people
would fund it difficult to remember the IP addresses of a
destination. As a result of thin shortcoming in just using 1P 45
addresscs, domain names were created. Domain names
consist of two or more parts, frequently words, separated by
periods. Since the words, members, or other symbols form-
ing a domain name often indicate or at least suggest the
identity of a destination, domain names have become the 50
standard way of entering an address and are more easily

	

remembered than the IP addresses. After a domain name has
ban catered, a domain name server (TINS) resolves the
domain name into a specific IP address. Thus, for example,

	

when someone surfing the Internet enters into a browser 55
program a particular domain nature for a web site, the
browser first queries the DNS to arrive at the proper IP
address.

While the IP address works well to deliver packets to the

	

correct address on the Internet, IP addresses do not convey bo
any useful information about the geographic address of the
destination. Furthermore, the domain nacres do not even
nccessarlly ind i aie any geographic location although some-
times they may suggest, correctly or incorrectly, such a

	

location. This absence of a link between the IP address or 6$
domain name and the geographic location holds true both
nationally and internationally. For instance, a country top-

z
level domain format designates .us for the United States, uk
for the United Kingdom, ctc. Thus, by referencing these
extensions, at least the country within which the computer is
located can often be determined. lbese extensions, however,
can often be deceiving and may be inaccurate. For iristaoce,
the md domain is assigned to the Republic of Moldova but
has become quite popular with medical doctors in the United
States. Consequently, while the domain name may suggest
some aspect of the computer's geographic location, the
domain name and the IP address often do not convey any
useful geographic information.

In addition to the geographic location, the 1P address and

	

domain carne also tell very little information about the
person or company using the computer or computer net-
work. Consequently, it is therefore possible for visitors to go
to a web site, transfer files, or send email without revealing
their true identity. This anonymity, however, runs counter to
the desires of many web sites. For example, for advertising
purposes, it is desirable to target each advertisement to a
select market group optimized for the goods or services
associated with the advertisement. An adveniscracnt for a
product or service that matches or is closely associated with
the interests of a person or group will be much more
effective, and thus more valuable to the advertisers, than an
advertisement that is blindly sent out to every visitor to the
site.

Driven often by the desire to increase advertising rev-
enues and to increase sates, many sites arc now profiling
their visitors. To profile a visitor, web sites first monitor their
visitors' traffic historically through the site and detect pat-
terns of behavior for different groups of visitors. The web
site may come to infer that a certain group of visitors
requesting a page or sequence of pages has a particular
interest. When selecting an advertisement for the next page
requested by an individual in that group, the web site can

	

target an advertisement assoc.-iated with the inferred interest
of the individual or group. Thus, the visitor's traffic through
the web site is mapped and analyzed based on the behavior
of other visitors at the web site. Many web sites are therefore
interested in learning as much as possible about their visitors
in order to increase the profitability of their web site.

The desire to leam mane about users of the Internet is
countered by privacy cnncerns of the users. The use of
cookies, for instance, is objectionable to many visitors. In
fact, bills have been introduced into the House of Rcpre-

sentatives and also in the Senate controlling the use of
cookies or digital ID tags. By placing cooldes on a user's
computer, companies can rack visitors across numerous
web sites, thereby suggesting interests of the visitors. While
many companies may find cookies and other profiling tech-
niques beneficial, profiling techniques have not won wide-
spread approval from the public at large.

A particularly telling example of the competing interests

	

between privacy and profiling, is when Double Click, Inc. of
New York, N.Y. tied the names and addresses of individuals
to their respectivc IP addresses. The reactions to Double
Click's actions included the filing of a complaint with the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) by the E cctrnnic Privacy
Information Center and outbursts from many privacy advo-
cates that Ile tracking of browsing habits of visitors is
inherently invasive. Thus, even though the technology may
allow for precise tracking of individuals on the Internet,

	

companies must carefully balance the desire to profile
visitors with the rights of tlx: visitors m remaining anony-
mous-

A need therefore exists for sys ems and methods by which
more detailed information may be obtained on visitors
without jeopardizing or compromising the visitors' privacy
rights.

5

10

15
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SUMMARY

Ibc invention addresses the problems above by providing
systems and methods for determining the geographic loca-
tions of Interact users. According to one aspect, a method of
collecting geographic information involves taking one of the
IP address or host name and determining the organization
that owns the IF address Preferably, the method first takes
one of the IP address or host name and cheeks whether the
host name is associa ted with that IP address,such as through
an nslookup query. Next, the route to the host is acquired,
preferably through a traceroum query, so as io determine a
number of intermediate hosts. The specific route is analyzed
and mapped against a database of stored geographic
locations, thereby mapping out the intermediate hosts, For
any intermediate host not having a location stoned in the
database, the method involves determining a geographic
location and storing this information in the database.

According to another aspect, the invention relates to a
system for determining geographic locations of Internet
users. The determination system receives queries froth
requestors, such as web sites, for the geographic location of
a ccnam Internet user. T1tc determination system in turn
queries a central database of stored locations and returns the
geographic information if contained in the database. ff the
geographic information is not in the database, then the
system performs a search to collect that information. Instead
of querying a central database each time geographic location
of an Internet user is desired, the web site or other rcquestor
may have geographic locations of at least some Internet
users stored in a local database. The web site first checks
with the local database for the geographic information and,
if it not available, then sends a query to the central database.

The geographic location information of Internet users cart
be used for a variety of purposes. For instance, a position
targeter can be asscx-iated with web sites to target the
delivery of information based on the geographic location
information.'llrc web sites can selectively deliver content or
advertising based on the geographic location of its visitors.
The geographic location information can also be used in the
routing of Inicrnel traffic. A traffic manager associated with

4

	

FIG. Z is a flow chart depicting a preferred method of
operation for the collection system of FIG. 1;

FIG, 3 is a flow chart depicting a preferred method of
obtaining geographic information through an latcrmet Ser-

5 vice Provider (ISP),
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a network having a collection

system and determination system according to a preferred
embodiment of the invention;

10

	

FIG. 5 is a flow chart depicting a preferred tneihod of
operation for the collection and determination system;

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a web server using a position
targeter connected to the collection and determination sys-
tem;

15

	

FIG. 7 is a flow chart depicting a preferred method of
operation for the web server and position targeter of FIG. ti;

FIG, 13 is a block diagram of a web server using a position

	

targeter having access to a local geographic database as well
as the collection and determination system;

20 FIG. 9 is a flow chart depicting a preferred method of
operation for the web server and position targetcr of FIG. 13;

FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a network depicting the
gathering of geographical location information from a user

25 through a pmxy server,
FIG. 11 is a flow chart depicting a preferred method of

operation for gathering geographic information through the
proxy server,

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a traffic manager according
3o to a preferred embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a network including a
profile server and a profile discovery server according to a
preferred embodiment of the invention; and

FIGS. 14(A) and 14(B) arc flow charts depicting preferred
35 methods of operation for the profile server and profile

discovery server of FIG. 13.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

a number of web servers detects the geographic locations of 40

	

Reference will now be made in detail to preferred
its Internet visitors and routes the traffic to the closest server.

	

embodiments of the invention, non-limiting examples of
Mie databases of geographic locations can contain other

	

which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

information that may be useful to web sites and outer
requestors. The databases, for instance, can serve as a
registery for allowed content that may be delivered to a
particular IP addmm, or range of IP addresses. Thus, prior to
a web site delivering content to an IP address, the web site
may query the database to ensure that the delivery of the
content is permitted- T1tz databases may store network
speeds of Internet users whereby a web site can tailor the
amount of content delivered to an Internet user based in part
of the bandwidth to that wwr. The databases may also store
an interface of an Internet user whereby a web site can tailor

	

the content and presentation for that particular interface.
Ot her uses of the geographic location and of the systems and
methods described herein will be apparent to those skilled in
the art and are encompassed by the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

T1re accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in
and form a part of the specification, illustrate preferred
embodiments of the prescnt invention atid, together with the
description, disclose the principles of the invention. In the
drawings:

FIG.1s a block diagram of a network having a collection
system according to a preferred embodiment of the inven-
tion;

1. COLLECTING, DETERMINING AND

AS
DISTRIBUTING GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS

According to one aspect, the present invention relates to
systems and methods of collecting, dcermining, and dis-
tributing data that identifies where an Internet user is likely
to be geographically located. Because the method of

5o addressing on the Intranet, Internet Protocol (IP) addres-srs,
allows for any range of addresses to be located anywhere in
the world, determining the actual location of any given
machine, or host, is not a simple task.
A. Collecting Geographic Location Data

55 A system 10 for collecting geographic information is
shown in FIG. 1. The system 10 uses various Internet route
tools to aid in discovering the likely placement of newly
discovered Internet hosts, such as new target host 34. In
particular the system 10 preferably uses programs known as

ut bast, nslookup, ping, tracemute, and whois in determining a
geographic location for the target bast 34. 11 should be
understood that the invention is not limited io these pro-
grams but may use other programs or systems that offer the
same or similar functionality. Thus, the invention may use

	

55 any systems or methods to determine the geographic Ioea•
lion or providz further information that will help ascertain
the geographic location of an IP address.
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In particular, nsicokup, ping, traccmte, and wbois pro-

	

34. At 108, the system 10 takes the route to the target host

	

vide the hest source of information. The operation of ping

	

34 and analyzes and maps it geographically against a

	

and traccroute is explained in the Internet Engineering Task

	

database 20 of stored locations. If any hosts leading to the

	

Force (1ETF) Request for Comments (RFQ numbered 2151

	

target host, such as intermediate boat 32, are not contained
which may be found at hitp://www.ietf.org/rWrfc2l$l.txt, s in the database 20, the system 10 makes a determination as

	

ttslookup (actually DNS lookups) is explained in the =

	

to the location of those hosts.
	RFC numbered 2535 which may be found at http://

	

At 104, a determination is then made as to the location of

	

www.ictf.org/rfdrfc2535.txt, and whois is explained in the

	

the target host and a confidence level, from 0 to 100, is
IEIT: RFC numbered 454 which may be found at hup:// assigned to the determination based on the mnhdcncc level
www.ietf.arg/dclrfe09$4.txt A brief explanation of each of to of hosts leading to and new hosts found and the target host
b i t is d h biast, " ng, traccroute, an w e s s g ven elow.up, p
In explaining the operation of these commands, source host
refers to the machine that the system 10 is run on and target
host refers to the machine being searched for by the system
10, such as target host 34. A more detailed explanation of
these commands is available via the RFCs specified or
manual pages on a UNIX systcw.

	hart queries a target domain's DNS servers and collects
information about the domain name. For example, with the
"-I" option the command "host-l digitalenvoy.net" will show
the system 10 all host names that bave the suffix of digital-
cnvoy.nct.

nslookup will convert an IF address to a host name or vice
versa using the DNS lookup system.

ping sends a target host a request to see if the host is
on-line and operational. ping can also he used to record the
route that was taken to query the status of the target host but
this is often not completely reliable.

traceroute isdcsigntd to determine the exact route that is
taken to reac h a target host. It is possible to use traceroutc
to dcterminc a partial route to a non-existent or non-online

	

target host machine. In this case the mute will be traced to
a certain point after which it will fail to retort] further
progress towards the target bost. The report that is provided
to the system 10 by traceroute gives the IP address of each

	

host encountered froth the source host to the target bast,
tracxmute can also provide bast names for each host encoun-
tered using DNS if it is configured in this fashion.

whois queries servers on the Internet and can obtain

	

registration irtfarmation for a domain name or block of IF
addresses.

	A preferred method 100 of operation for the system 10
will now be dtsmlxd with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2. At
102, the system 10 receives a new address for which a
geographic location is desired. Ibe system 10 accepts new
target hosts tbat are macatly not contained in its database 20
or that need to be re-vcrifred. The system 10 requites only
one of the IF address or the host name, although both can be
provided. At 1:03, the system 10 preferably, although not
necessarily, verifies the IF address and host name. The

	

system 10 tests nslaokup to obtain the host name or IF
address to verify that both pieces of information are correct.
Next, at 104, the system 10 determines if the target Bost 34
is on-line and operational and preferably accomplishes this

	

function through a ping. If the host 34 is not on-line, the
system 10 can m-aneue the IF address for later analysis,
depending upon the preferences in the configuration of the
system 10.

At 106, the system 10 determines ownership of the
domain name. Preferably, the system 10 rises a wtois to
determine the organization that actually owns do 1P address.
The address of this organization is not necessarily the

	

location of the IP address but this information may be useful
for smaller organizations whose IF blocks ate often geo-
graphically in one location. At 107, the system 10 then
determines the route taken to reach the target host 34.
Preferably, the system 10 uses a tracernatc on the target host

	If the host name is of the country- top-level domain format
Is (.us, uk, etc.) then the system 10 first maps against the

country and possibly the slate, or province, and city of

	

origin. The system 10, however, must still map the Internet

	

route for ibe IF address in case the address does not originate
from where the domain shows that it appears to originate. As

20 discussed in the example above, the md domain is assigned
to the Republic of Moldova but is quite popular with medical
doctors in the United States. "t"hus, the system 10 cannot rely
complctely upon the country top-level domain formats in
determining the geographic location.

Zs The method 100 allows the system 10 to determine the
country, state, and city that the target hrtct 34 originates from
and allow for an assignment of a confidcncc level against
entries in the database. The eonftdettcc ievel is assipted in
the following manner. In cases where a dialer has been used

	

30 to determine the IF address space assigned by an Interact
Service Provider to a deal-up modem pool, which will be
demmk-d in more detail below. the conficknce entered is
100. Other confidences are based upon the neighboring
entries. If two same location entries surround an unknown

3s entry, the unknown entry is given a confidencc of the
average of the known same location entries. For instance, a

	

location determined solely by whois might receive a 35
confidence level.

As an example, a sample search against the host `digi-

	

4o talenvoy.ner" will now be described. First, the system 10
receives the target host "digitalcnvoy.net " at 102 and does a
DNS lookup on the name at 103. The command nslookup
returns the following to the system 10:

45

dMookup digitaicnwy.ner
N3 : djoulcnaoy.ou
Addre s: :.0S.353.199.rS

50

ss

> w l digitatmvoydet

Pit\^i digiraienwy-ash {9.1s3.199.t5J: SCi data byte
50 64 trysts free 209.153,199.IS: u-,W4) A" . 0 to - 241 time - 220A ma

--- diotakawynet piglt atatiaaim - - -

1 packab tmwmitled, t packer rrccivcd, t) A psckcr let
Twvd-trite mmtngfmax - i26.41't3t1.4,t:q.4 me

65 The system 10 next executes a whois at 106 on "digitaka-

	

voy.net ". In this example, the whois informs the system 10
-that the registrant is in Georgia.

	

34. All new hosts and their resj=tivc geographic locations
arc then added to the database 20 at 110.

The system 10 at 104 then does a ping on the machine,
which tells the system 10 if the target host 34 is on-line and
operational. The "-c I" option tells ping to only send one

	

packet. This option speeds up confirmation considerably,
The ping rcturns the following to the symcm 10:
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>*106 d4iWtavoy.act
gogusnat•
Some one (D1trrrAI.Y.NV0Y-T)0.M)

1234 AAdrtras Strtal
A' n AWA, GA 33333

us
IAamain Naar: DIGMAI@IVOYMEr
AArninuusthm Comm

Oar, So- (SOD000) -=C& aaaa
42 404 555 5555

'ikrhaial Govi t, 7.ors Onnutm
roYDNS Sappai (MSM1 ORC) auppot%spMYDNSMM
+1 (206) 374.214.3

Bilhag Cmb=
OM sonic (SOMM) A0VWr,}{1ae.0a

	

15
+1 404 551 3555

kecord i" updated as 74 -Apr-99.
Record created an 14-Apr-99.
petabase last updated an 22-Apr-99 114682 EDT.
DouWft wr4m is hissed order:

NSLMYDOMAINt COM 209.153.199.2
NSLMYDOMAIN.COM 209153.199.3
W.MYDOMAIN.COM 20-153.199.4
NS4 -MYDOMAIN.COM 209.153.199.5

The system 10 at 107 executes a traceroutc nn the target host
34. The traccrouic on "digitaknvoymci" returns the follow- 25
ing to the system 10:

> ua=mute diptakavoy.zct
uste oum to digitakavoy .act (209-153.199.15), 30 hops rssa. 40
lsyra packed

1 13MM7,47A (130.7r All) 6.259 = 1297 as 4-027 ma
2 pu;"yl-nzgatecLzdu (IM201244.1) 1.703 ms I.672 ats

1928 Ms
3 CS40.adMU2-cr991hmtaWL= (392_ 1.26.2) 3.796 ms

3.051 ma 2.910 au
4 tl-AattanutZbabbvptaee:_uct (4 .0.2.90) 1000 ms 3.617 au

3.432 nu
$a4-&Qu69ta3 -br7_bbnpiaaataeu (44AA49) ,LW6 ma 28-1-

O.atlaataY-txZ.bbapiaastatct (4A.1157j 4.7151 ass 4.740 ms
6 ts-1-Qp*Joettc4rIbhc0aact.aa (4A.3.142) 71381 ms

71.635 ws 69AM ax
7 p2f0.palortlro•abtlhbaptanecart (4.02.297) N:SW tna

83.476 am 82987 au
8 p4-n.aanjeac3 -nbrl.bhapiaw"0 (4,0.=) 792W = 78.339

ma 80.416 as
9 p10-d.xsajoact -bt2.bbtisnd_act (4.0.1.8

	

78.918 ms
78.406 res W.217 as
10 NSaa}se-eme0aap nst (207 .112,24=53) 80-031 au 78.506 an
1'? 622 ma
II NSwak3 •com0.aap&c (207.1IZ.247.138 ) 115.104 tit 712.ada
M 114.678 ms
12 aw-stm0.atR= a

	

roinLPU C707.11' 2.243254) 111639 M
327111m 173-947=
I3 v%v4tmI0:10.srucaat.act (209 .153.195.49) 138.899 um
116.603 ms 114.036 an
14 %MW_ MWVMy.ua (209.153.199.15) 11&099= 1114.571=

/tftr referring to the geographic locations stored in the
database 20, the system 10 analyzes these hops in the
following way.

330.307-47.1 (130.207,47 .1)

	

Host machine bated is
Attanta, GA

gatswayl -xtLgaseeheda

	

Atlaab, GA - evandcoce 100
(13x.207.244.1)
t't-ltattaacx7-c'z99.hbigriandaat

	

Atl%ro, GA - caaM=e 100
(191221.262)
f1 it atlaataZ l^l t+heptsaet set

	

Atlaats, GA - con`idmce 4S
(40.2_90)

-continued

	

Atlauu, GA - conMence 80

	

Pat* A31o, CA - c=fidcace 85

Pain Alto, CA - cWkiene 90

	

San 10as, CA - oonflderkc 85

San 4*=, CA - cafthda ut 100

	

San lose, KA - eua&de 90

Seatdc, WA - camfidewe 95

Stash, WS - comfidcacc 95

	

Vancouver, arii"ssh Caiumbin
C mda - cem6dence 100
%acoum, Sritisb (*lumbia
Cavada

The system 10 assigns a confidcacc level of 99 indicating
that the entry is contained in the database 20 and has been
checked by a person for confirmation. While confirmations
may be performed by perms. such as an analyst, acix)rding
to other aspects of the invention the confirmation may be
performed by an Artificial lntolligcm-c system or any of#ar
suitable additional system, module, device, program,
entities, etc. The system 10 reserves a confidence level of
100 for geographic information that has been confirmed by

	

an Internet Service Providers (ISP). The ISP would provide
the system 10 with the actual mapping of TI' addresses
against geography. Also, data gathered with the system 10
through dialing ISPs is given a 100 confidence level because
of a definite connection between the geography and the IP
address. Many of these hosts, such as intermediate host 32,
w111 be repeatedly traversed when the system 10 searches for
new target hosts, such as target host 34, and the coofidcoce
level of their geographic location should increase up to a
maximum 99 unless confirmed by an ISP or verified by a
system analyst. 1110 confidence level can iruarease in a
number of ways, such as by a set amount with each
sucocssive conf nnatiaa of the host's 32 geographic loca-
tion.

The system 10 takes advantage in common naming con-
ventions in leading to reasonable gucstes as to the geo-
gnpbic location of the hosts For example, any host that
contains "sanjose" in the first part of its host name is
probably located in San Jose, Calif. or cotlneeted to a system
that is in San Jaw, Calif. These comparison rule sets are
implemented in the system 10 as entries in the database 20.
The database 20 may have look-up tables listing geographic
locations, such as city, ;Monty, regional, state, etc, with
corresponding variations of the names. Thus, the database
20 could have multiple listings for the same city, such as
SanFrancisco, SanFran, and Sfrancisco all for San
Francisco, Calif.

20

30

35

40

41

50

55

60

r4-iY(lacha^i br^bbupianrtncs

1 h5-I•r7.pabal5o-hr2.lsbaptacct nai
(4.03.3-02)
p2-tLpaioaito-nbl2bhupfanct. a^
(4-0.2.197)
p4d#.rasjoael -wbrl.bbaet

10 p1.0-D.Wz uul-bc2.bbaplaa AeZ
(4st.i.sx)
Nsaatataznn:0.atp..aai

	

(207112.741253)
NScact:a 3^ M0.ttap.xt
(^-212247.738}
ae,-atma..eatcnm-aezsse^oiM.na

	

077,712343:54)
v'in•alm3a lit. starrna^-acs

	

(`ti19.113-795.49)
huma.workhva)<vet
(209. ]13.199.15)

65 Often a block of IP addressses are assigned and sub-

	

assigned to organizations- For example, the lP block that
contains the target -address 2.09.153.199.15 can be queried:
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s w+hoia 209163. M.I sC& t10i"rin.=
f whoiaariq- tl
Suucom tatermdonal Otitis CDrti. (r^ t12 LK-,1 "COM97)
SteAR4'UM97

2m4.153.t42.0-
209153255.255
WQRLDWAYHOLDiNGS INC. (NErEILK•WWAY-NW-01)
W WAY NM-01

209.t53.199.0-
209.I55 .199.Z55

From the results of this query, the system 10 determines
that the large block from 209.15.1.191.0 to 209.153.255.255

	is assigned to Starcom Intematiooal Optics Corp. Within this is
block., Starcom has assigned Worldway Holdings lac. the
209.153.1:49.0 to 209.153.199.255 block. By further query-
ing this bkrck (NMLK-WWAY-NLT-01) the cnllectiou
system 10 gains insight into where the organization exists- In
this case the organization is in Vancouver, British Columbia,
as shown below.

s xboia NEIBi.K-R'R'AY-t'3EI '-0 1 +Ci^w4aisain.aci
't10i^.i1S1R-AGI^

WOP DWAY HOLMNOS INC. (t rMLK-%VJAYWET-013
1336 Wear 131h Stseet

Worth Mmomm, SC VTL 258
CA
Neu m : WWAY-,N'Kr--0i
Noblodc: W9.153.399.0-2W.153.199.255
Coordinator.

WattWWAY D74S (WD373 -1DRG-A1TN)
dmQWORIDWAY.C OM
+1 (604) 608.2947

MomiA Symm iastrse mW4 Provided b7:
NSI.N4MNS.COM

	

2091153,149.2
NSZMYtDNS,C0M

	

2x19.13312943

With the combination of the trace and the f Pblock address
information, the collection system 10 can be fairly certain
that the bast. "digitalenvoymet" is located in Vancouver, 4o
British Columbia. Because the collection system 10 "dis. -
covered" this host using automatic methods with oo human

	

intervention, the system 10 preferably assigns a conftdcacc
level slightly lower than the confidence level of the host that

	

led to it. Also, the system 10 will not assume the geographic 45
location will be the same for the organization and the
sub-block of IP addresses assigned sins: the actual IP
address may be in another physical location. The geographic
locations may easily be different siirce IP blocks ate assigned
to a requesting organization and no indication is required for 5o
where the IP black will be used-
B. Obtaining Geographic Location Data from ISPs

A method 111 for obtaining geographic locations from an
ISP will now be descxtlled with reference to FIG. 3. At 112,

	

the collection system 10 obtains access numbers for the ISP. 55
The access numbers in the preferred embodiment are dial-up
numbers and may be obtained in any suitable manner, such
as by establishing an account with the ISP. Next, at 113, the
collection system 10 connects with the ISP by using one of

	

the acmms numbers. When the collection system 10 esiab- 60
Iishm communications with the ISP, the ISP assigns the
collection system 10 an IP address, which is dctcctrd by the
collection system 10 at 114.

The collection system 10 at 1l5 then determines the route
w a sample target host and preferably determines this route 65
through a tracemute. The exact target bast that forms the
basis of the tracxroule as well as the floal destination of the

10
taste is not important so any suitable bast may be used. At
116, the collection system 1.0 analyzes the route obtained
through trac eroute to determine the location of the host
associated with the ISP. Mow, the collection system 10 looks

	

in a backward direction to deterrmne the geographic location
of the next hop in the €rammute. At 117, the collection
system 10 stores the results of the analysis in the database
20.

With the method 111, the collection system 10 can there-
fore obtain the geographic locations of tP addresses with the

	

assistance of the ISP& Because the collection system 10
dials-tap and connects with the ISP, the collection system 10
preferably performs the method 111 in a such a manner so
as to alleviate the load placed on the ISP. For iwaance, the
eolleclion system 10 may perform the method 111 during

	

off-peak times for the ISP, such as during the night. Also, the
collection system 10 may control the frequency at which it
connects with a particular ISP, such as establishing connec-
tions with the ISP al 10 minute intervals.
C. Determining Geographic Localism Data

With reference to FIG. 4, according to another aspect, the
invention relates to a geographic determination system 30
that uses the database 20 created by the collection system 10.
The determination system 10 receives requests for a geo-
graphic location and basest on either the 1P address or bast
name of the host being searched for, such as target host 34.
A geographic information mquestor 40 provides the request
to, and the response from, the determination system 30 in an
interactive network session that may oa:ur through the
Internet 7 or through some other network. nc collection
system 10, database 20, and determination system 30 can
collectively be considered a collection and determination
system 50.

A preferred method 120 of operation for the determination
system 30 will now be described with reference to FIG. S.
At 122, the system 30 receives a request for the geographic
location of an entity and, as discussed above, receives one or
both of the IP address and domain name. At 123, the
determination system 30 searches the database 20 for the

	

geographic location for the data provided, chocking to sex if
the information has already been obtained. When searching

	

for an IP address at 173, the system 30 also tries to find either
the same exact IP address listed in the database 20 or a range

	

or block of IP addresses Listed in The database 20 that
contains the IP address in quemion. If the IP address being
searched for is within a block of addresses, the deermina-
tion system 30 considers it a matcb, the information is
retrieved at 125, and the geographic information is delivered
to the requester 40 at 126. If the information is not available
in database 20, as determined at 124, then at 127 the system
30 informs the requester 40 that the information is not
known, At 128, the system 30 then determines the geo-
graphic location of the unknown IP address and stores the
result in the database 20. As an alterrrative at 125 to stating
that the geographic location is unknown, the system 30
could determine the geographic information and provide the
information to the requester 40.

The determination system 30 looks for both the fP address
in the database 20 and also for the domain name. Since a
single IP address may have multiple domain names, the
determination system 30 looks for close matches to the
domain name in question. For instance, when searching for
a host name, the system 30 performs pattern matching
against the entries in the database 20. When a match is found
that suggests the same IP address, the determination system
30 returns the geographic data for that entry to the rcquestor
40.

S

10

25

'40

3s
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An ambiguity may arise when the mquestor 40 provides
both an IP address and a domain name and these two pieces
of data lead to different bolts and dif ferent geographic
locations. If both data pieces do not exactly match
geographically, then the system 30 preferably responds with
the information that represents the best confidence. As
another example, the system 30 may respond in a maimer
defined by the requester 40. As some options, the determi-
nation system 30 can report only when the data coincide and
agree with each other, may provide no information in the
event of conflicting results, may provide the geographic
information based only on the 1P address, may provide the
geographic information based only on the best name, or may
instead provide a best guess based on the extent to which the
address and host name match.

A sample format of a request sent by the requester 40 to
the determination system 30 is provided below, wherein the
search is against the host °digitalenvoynei" and the items in
bold arc respouscs from the geographic determination sys-
tam 30:

The formal of the request and ttse format of the output from
the determination system 30 can of course be altered accord-
ing to the application and are not in any way limited to the
example provided above.
D. Distributing Geographic Location Data

A system for distributing the geographic location infor-
mation will now be described with refercurx to FIGS. 6 and
7. According to a first aspect shown in FIG. 6, the geo-
graphic information on IP addresses and domain names is
collected and determined by the system 511. A web site 60
may desire the geographic locations of its visitors and would
desire this information from the collection and determina-
tion system 50. The web site 60 inchrdes a web server 62 for
receiving, requests from users 5 for certain pages and a
position targeter 64 for at least obtaining the geographic
information of the users S.

A preferred method 330 of operation of the network
shown in FIG. 6 will now be described with reference to

	

FIG. 7. At 132, the web server 62 recaives a request froth the
user 5 for a web page. At 133, the web server 62 queries the
position targewt 64 that, in turn, at 134 queries the collection
and determination system $0 for the geographic location of
the user. Preferably, the position targeter 64 sands the query
through the Internet 7 to the collection and determination
system 50. The position targeter 64, however, may send the
query through other routes, such as through a direct con-
nection to the collection and determination system 50 or
through another network. As discussed above, the collection
and determination system 50 accepts a target host's IP
address, host name, or both and returns the geographic
location of the host in a format specified by the web site 60.
Ai 135, the position tatgcwr obtains the geographic location
from the collection and determination system 50, at 136 the
information that will be delivered to the user 5 is sckcud,
and is then delivered to the user 5 at 137. This information
is preferably selected by the position targeter based on the
geographic location of the riser 5. Alternatively, the position

	

targeter 64 may deliver the geographic information to the
web server 62 which then selects the appropriate informa-
tion to be delivered to the user 5. As discussed in mom detail
below, the geographic location may have a bearing on what

12
content is delivered to the user, what advertising, the type of
content, if any, delivered to the user 5, and /or the extent of
content.

As another option shown in FIG. 8, the web site 60 may
s be associated with a local database 66 staring geographic

information on users 5. With reference to FIG. 9, a pre terred
method 148 of operation begins at 142 with the web server
62 receiving a request from the laser 5. Al 143, the web
server 62 queries a position targeter 64' for the geographic
location information. Unlike the operation 130 of the posi-

t lion targeter 64 in IIG& 6 and 7, the position targeter' next
first checks the iced database 66 for the desired geographic

	

information. If the location information is not in the database
66, then at 145 the position targeter 64' qucriac the. database
20 associated with the collection and determination system

15 r

After the position lasgeter 64' obtatnc the geographic
information at 146, either locally from database 66 or
centrally through database 20, the desired information is
selected based on the geographic location of the user 5.

zit Again, as discussed above, this selection promm may be
performed by the position targeter 64' or by the web server
61 In either event, the selected information is delivered to
the user 5 at 148.

	

For both the position targeter 64 and position targctcr 64',
the position mrgetcr may be configured to output HTML
code based on the result of the geographic location query. An
HT'MLcodc based result is particularly useful when the web
site 60 delivers dynamic web pages based on the user's 5
location. It should be understood, however, that the output of

au the position targcwr 64 and position targeter 64' is not
limited to HTML code but encompasses any type of content
or output, such as 7PEGs, GIFs, etc.

A sample search against the host " digitaleuvoynet" is
shown here fitems in bold are responses from the position

35 targcter 64 or 64':

> di,uib%KioWogmm digitakavay.wt

40
ranma+ar;bdU6h eatambia:caa;99;

The format of the output, of course, may differ if different
options are enabled or disabled.

End users 5 may elect a different geographic location as
t5 compared to where they have been identified from by the

system 50 when it possibly chooses an incorrect geographic
location. If this information is passed backed to the position
targeter 64 or 64', the position targeter 64 or 64' will pass this
information to the determination system 30 which will store

so this in the database 20 for later analysis. Because this
information cannot be trusted completely, the collection and
determination system 50 must analyze aW verify the infor-
mation and possibly elect human intervention.
E. Determining Geographic Locations Through A Proxy

55 Server

	

One difficulty in providing geographic information ou a
target host is when the target lout is associated with a
caching proxy server. A caching proxy will make requests on
behalf of otber network clients and save the results for future

6o requests. This process reduces the amount of outgoing
bandwidth from a network that is required and thus is a
popular choice fur many lotemw access providers. For
inuaoce, as shown in FIG. 10, a user $ may be associated
with a proxy server 36.

65 In some cases, this caching is undesirable since the data
inside them becomes stale. The web has Corrected this
problem by having.a feature by which pages can be marked

Ceanecung w.erv Asiwkuvakaec...
:diginkavoy.xC
eanowec;bricM r4umhis ;cau:99;

	

yS
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13
uncacheable. Unfortunately, the requests for these uncache-
able pages still look as if they arc coming from the proxy
server 36 instead of the end-user computers 5. The geo-
graphic information of the user 5, however, may often be
required-

A method 150 of determining the geographic information
of the user 5 associated with the proxy server 36 will now
be described with reference to FIG. 11. In the preferred
embodiment, the user 5 has direct mutable access to the
network; e g. a system using Network Address Translation
will not work since the address is not a part of the global
IntettteL Also, the proxy server 36 should allow access
through arbitrary ports whereby a oorporate frrewall which
blocks direct access on all ports will not work- Finally, the
user 5 must have a browser that supports lava Applets or
equivalen t such functionality.

With rcferencc to FIG. 11, at 152, a riser 5 initiates a
request to a web server 60, such as the web server 60 shown
in FIG. 6 or FIG. S. At 153, the Ii'1'TP request is processed
by the proxy server 36 and no hit is found in the proxy's
cache because the pages for this system are marked uncacb-
able. On behalf of the user 5, the proxy server 38 connects
to the web server 60 and requests the l1RL at 153. Ai 154,
the web server 60 either through the local database 60 or
through the database 20 with the collection and determina-
tion system 50, receives the request, determines it is coming
from a proxy server 36, and then at 155 selects the web page
that has been tagged to allow for the determination of the
user's 51P address. The web page is preferably tagged with
a Java applet that can he used to detertnine the IP address of

	

the cad-user 5. The web server 60 embeds a unique applet
parameter tag for that request and sends the document back
to the proxy server 36. The proxy server 36 then forwards
the document to the user 5 at.156.

At 157, the user's 5 browser then executes the lava
Applet, passing along the unique parameter tag- Since by
default applets have rights to access the lost from which
they came, the applet on the users 5 browser opens ,% direct

	

eminccUoa to the client web server 60, such as on, but not
limited to, port 5000. The web server 60, such as through a
separate server program, is Listening for and accepts the
connection on port 5000. At 158, the Java applet then scads

	

back the unique parameter tag to the web wrvcr 60. Sinn
the connection is direct, the wt;b server 60 at 159 can
determine the correct IP address for the user 5, so the web
server 60 now can associate The session tag with that IP
address on all future requosm coshing from the proxy server
38.

	

As an alternative, at 155, the web server 155 may still
deliver a web page that has a lava applet. As with the
embodiment discussed above, the web page having the lava

	

applet is delivered to the proxy server at 156 and the user 5

	

connects with the web server 60 at 157. The lava applet
according to this embodiment of the invention differs from
the Java applet discussed above in that at 158 the Java applet
reloads the user's browser with what it was told to load by
the web server 60. The Java applet according to this aspect
of the invention is not associated with a unique parameter
tag that alleviates the need to handle and to sort the plurality
of unique parameter tags. Instead, with this aspect of the
invention, lbe. web server 60 at 159 determines The IP
address and geographic locatiou of the user 5 when the Java
applet connects to the web server 60-

	

H. TAILORING AN INTERNET SITE 13ASFD
ON GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF ITS

VISITORS

The web site 60 can tailor the Internet site based upon the
geographic location or Internet connection speed of an

14
Internet user S. When the user 5 visits the Internet site 60,
the Internet site 60 queries a database, such as local database
60 or central database 20, over the Internet which then
returns the geographic location and/or Internet connection
speed of the user based upon the user's IP address and other

	

relevant information derived from the user's "hit" on the
Internet site 60. This information may be derived from the
route to the user's 5 machine, the user's 5 host name, the
hosts along the route to the user's machine 5, via SNMP,
anchor via N P but not limited to these techniques. Based on

	

this information the Internet site 60 may tailor the content
and/or advertising presented to the user. This tailoring may
also include, but not be Limited to, changing the language of
the Internet site to a user's native tongue based on the user's
location, varying the products or advertising shown on an
Interact site based upon the geographic information and
other information received from the database, or preventing
access based on the source of the request (i_e. -adult" content
sites rejecting requests from schools, etc.). This tailoring can
be done by having several alternative screens or sites for a

	

20 user and having the web server 62 or position targetcr 64 or
64' dynamically select the proper one based upon the user's
geographic information. Ile geographic information can

	

also be analyzed to effectively market The site to potential
Interne t site advertisers and external content providers or to
provide mcdia •rich content to users that have sufficient
bandwidth-

The methods of tailoring involve tracing; the path back to
the Internet user's machine 5, determining the location of all
hots in the path, making a determination of the Iikt1ibnod
of the location of the Internet riser's machine, determining
other information about the hosts, which may or may not be
linked to its geographic Ima€ion, in the path to and including
the Internet user's machine by directly querying them for
such information (by using, but not limited by, SNMP or
NTP for example), or alternatively, there is a complete
database that may be updated that stores information about
the IP addresses and lost names which can be queried by a

	

distant sA= which would then be sent information about
the user.

The web site 60 dynamically changes Internet content
and/or advertising based on the geographic location of the
Interact user 5 as determined from the above methods or
processes. The web site 60 presents out of several pre-
designed alternative screens, presentations, or mirror sites
depending on the information sent by the database as a result
of the nscr 5 accessing the web site 60.

	

As discussed above, the selection of the appropriate
information to deliver to the user 5 base on the geographic
location can be performed either by the web server 62 or the

so position targcter 64 or 64'. In either case, the web site can

	

dynamically adapt and tailor Internet content to suit the
needs of Internet users 5 based on their geographic location
andor connection speed. As another option, the web sate 60
can dynamically adapt and Jailor Internet advertising for

s5 targeting specific Internet users based on their geographic
location and/or connection speed. Furthermore, the wcb site
60 can dynamically adapt and tailor Interact content and^or
advertising to the native language of Internet users $ which
may be determined by their geographic location. Also, the

bo web site 60 can control acc:t:.ss, by sclecrively allowing or
disallowing access, to the Internet site 60 or a particular web
page on the site 60 based on the geographic location, IP
Address, bast name audlor connection speed of the Internet
user. As another example, the web site can analyze visits by

65 Internet users 5 in order to compile a geographic and/or
connection speed breakdown of Internet users S to aid in the
marketing of Internet situ.
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Ill. PROFILE SERVER AND PROF 1-E
DISCOVERY SERVER

	

As discussed above, the collection and determination
system 50 may store geographic information on users 5 and
provide this information to web sites 64 or other requesters
Ott. According to anotber aspect of the invention, based on
the requests from the web sites b0 and other requesters 40.
information other than the geographic location of the users
5 is tracked. With reference to MG. 13, a profile server 80
is connected to the web site 60 through the Internet and also

	

to a profile discovery server 90, which may also be through
the Internet, through another network connection, or a direct
onnneckan. The profile server 80 comprises a request ban-
dlcr 82, a database server engine 83, and a database 84. As
will be more apparent from the description below, the
database 84 includes a geograpby database 84A, an autho-
rization database 848, a network speed database 84C, a
profile database 84D, and an interface database 84E. Tlie
profile discovery server 90 includes a discoverer engine 92,
a profiler 93, and a database 94. The database 94 includes a
common geographic names database 94A, a global geo-
graphic structure database 948, and a MAC addm&% own-
ership database 94C.
A. Profiler

In general, the profile server 80 and profile discovery
server 90 gather information About specific IF addresses
based upon the Internet users' interactions with the various
web sites 60 and other requcstors 40. This information
includes, but is not limited to, the types of web sites 60
visited, pages hit such as spouts sites, auction sites, news
sites, e-ehnamcrce sites, geographic information, bandwidth

	16
information, and time spent at the web site 60. All of this
information is fed from the web site 60 in the network back
to the database 84. This information is stored in the high
performance database 84 by IF address and creaks an

	

elaborate profile of the IF address based on sit es 60 visited
and actions taken within each site 60. This profile is stored
as a series of preferences for or against predetermined
categories. No interaction is necessarily required between
the web site 60 and the user's 5 browser to maintain the
profile. Significantly, this method of profiling does not
require the use of any cookies that have been found to be

	

highly objectionable by the users. While cookies are not
preferred, due to difficulties induced by network topology,
cookies may be used to track certain users 5 after carefully
considering the privacy iseucs of lice users S.

As users $ aau ss web sites 60 in the network, profiled
information about the IP address of the user 60 is scut from
the database 84 to the position targcter 64 or 64' at the web
site 60. As explained above, the position targeter 64 or 64'
or the web server 62 allows pre-set configurations or pages
on the web site 60 to theft be dynamically shown to the user
5 based on the detailed profile of that user S. In addition

	

preferences of users 5 similar to those of a current user 5 can
be used to predict the content that the current user 5 may

	

prefer to view. The information profiled could include, but
is not limited to, the Mowing: geographic location, con-
nection speed to the Internet, tendency to like/dislilcc any of
news, weather, sports. culertainmcnt, sporting gcxuds, cloth-
ing goads, etc.

As an example, two users arc named Alice and Bob, Alice
visits a web site, www.samcrandornsite.com . This site, asks
the profile server NO, such as server.digitalcnvoy_net, where
Alice is from and what be lrT:es'dislilces. The database 84
has no record of Alice but does know from geography

	

database 84A that she is from Atlanta, Ga. and notifies the
web site to that effect. Using Alice's geographic
information, the web site sends Alice a web page that is
tailored for her geographic location, for instance it contains
the Atlanta weather forecast and the new headlines for
Atlanta. Alice continues to visit the web site and buys an

as umbrella from the site and then terminates her visit. The web
site lets the profile server 80 and database 84 know that Alice

	

bought an umbrella from the silo. Bob then visits the site
www--omerandomsiLc.com . Tbc site again asks the profile
server 80, such as a scrvcr.digitalenvoy.nct. about Bob_ The

45 server 80 looks in the database 84 for information on Bob
and finds none. Again though. the server 80 looks in the
geography database 94A and determines that he is from
Atlanta, 6a. Also, based on the data gathered in part from
Alice and stored in profile database 84D, the profile server

m 80 infers that people from Atlanta, Ga. may Uc to buy
umbrellas. The site uses Bob's geographic information and

	the fact thatAtlantans have a propensity to buy umbrellas to
send Bob a web page with Atlanta information, such as the
weather and news, and an offer to buy an umbrella- Bob buys

55 the umbrella and the site scads this information to the server
80, thereby showing a greater propensity for Atlantan's to
buy umbrellas.

In addition, if the profile stored in the profile database
84D in profile server 80 shows that an IF Address has

so previously hit several e-commerce sites and sports sites in
the network and that the address is located in California, the
web sale ca n he dynamically tailored to show sports items far
sale that are more often puuchascd by Californians, such as
surf boards. This method allows for mote customized expe-

ls rietcess for users at e-commcrce and information sites.
This information can also be compiled for web sites in the

network or outside the network. Web sites outside of the

A. Credit Card Fraud
In addition to using geographic location information to

target information to the user, the web site 60 or the
collection and determination system 50 can provide a

	

mechanism for web sites owners to detect possible cases on 5
online credit card fraud. When a riser 5 enters information to
complete an on-line order, he/she trust give a shipping and
billing address. This information cannot currently be vali-
dated against the physical location of the user 5. Through the

	

invention, the web sine 60 determines the geographic loca- to
lion of the user 5. if the user 5 enters a location [bat he iS
determined not to be in, there could be a possible cause of
fraud. This situation would require follow up by the web site
owner to determine if the order request was legitimate or
not.

	

15
B. Site Management

in addition to using geographic information to detect
credit card fraud, the geographic information can also be,
used in managing traffic on the Internet 7. For example, with
reference to FIG. 12, a traffic manager 70 has the benefit of 20
obtaining the gaigraphic information of its users or visitors
5.'rhe traffic manager 70 may employ the Lou] database 60
or, although not shown, may be connected to the collection
and determination system $0. After the traffic manager 70

	

detects the geographic location of the users 5, the traffic 25

	

manager 70 directs a usa's 5 request to the most desirable
web server, such as web server A 74 or web server B 72. For

	

instance, if the iser 5 is in Atlanta, the traffic manager 70
may direct the user's request to web server A 74 which is

	

based in Atlanta. On the other band, if the user 5 is io San M
Francisco, then the traffic manager 70 would direct the user
5 to web server B, which is located in San Francisco. In this
manocr, the traffic manager 70 can reduce traffic between

	

intermediate hosts and direct the traffic to the closcm web
server.

	

35
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network can develop profiles of the users typically bitting
their web site. Log files of web sites can be examined and

	IF Addresses can be compared against the profiled IP

	

Address information stored on the central server. Tfus will

	

allow web sites to analyze their traffic and determine the
general profile of users hitting the sate.

In order to remove "stale" information, the database
server engine 83 owasionally purges the database 84 in the
profile server 80. For example, a user 5 that is interested in
researching information about a trip will probably not want
to continue seeing promotions for that trip after the trip has
been completed. By purging the database 84, old preferences
are removed and are updated with current interests and
desires.
S. Content Registry

	

In addition to the examples provided above, the profile
server 80 can provide a mechanism for end users 5 to
register their need for certain types of information content to
be. allowed or disallowed from being served to their systems.
Registration is based on IF address and registration rights are

	

limited to authorized and registered owners of the IF
addresses. Those owners access The profile server 80 through
the Internet and identify classes of Internet content that they
would want to allow or disallow from being served to their
1P addresses ranges. The classes of Internet content that a
particular IF address or block of addresses art allowed Or

	

disallowed from receiving is stored by the profile server 80
in the authorization database 84B. Internet content
providers, such as web sites 60, query the profile server 80,
which in turn queries the authorization database 648, and
identify users 5 that do or do not want to receive their
cximent based on this IP address registry.

For example, a school registers their IP ranges and reg-
isters with the profile scrvcr 80 to disallow adult content
from being sent to their systems. Whet an access is made
from machines within the school's IP range to an adult site,
the adult site checks with the profile server 80 and discovers
that content provided by the adult site is disallowed from
being sent to those JP addresses. Instead of the adult content,
the adult site sends a notice to the user that the content within
the site cannot be screed to hiviier m acbim. This series of

	

events allows end IF address owners to control the content
that will be distributed and served to machines within their
control.
C. Bandwidth Registry

The profile server 80 preferably is also raked upon in
determining the amount of content to be sent to the user 5,
Web sites 60 dynamically determine the available bandwidth
to a specific user and provide this information to the profile
server $0, which stores this information in the network speed

	

database 84C. In addition, the web site 60 examines the rate
and speed by which a specific user 5 is able to download
packets from Lite web site 60, the wsb site 60 determines the
available bandwidth from the web site 60 to the end user S.
If [hero is congestion at the web site 60, on the path to the
cod user 5, or at the last link to the user's 5 terminal, The web
site 60 limits the available bandwidth for that user S. Based
on this information, the web site 60 can dynamically reduce
the amount of information being sent to the user 60 and
consequently increase download times perceived by the user
5. Ilia bandwidth information is preferably sent to the
profile server Bit and stored in the network speed database
94C so that other sites 60 in the network have the benefit of
this bandwidth information without having to nocacsarily
measure the bandwidth themselves.

In order to remove "stale" bandwidth information, the
database server engine 83 occasionally purges the infotma-

	18

	

tiun in the network speed database 84C. For example,
congestion between a web silo 60 and a user 5 will usually
not persist.
D. Interface Registry

5 Wcb sites 60 also prefcrably arc able to dynamically
determine the interface that a user 5 has to view the web site
60. 't'his user interface information may be placed in the
database 84E throtlgh a registration process, may be known
from the ISP, or may be detected or discovered in other

tg ways. Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) users arc shown a

	

web site 60 with limited or no graphics in order to accom.
modate the PDAs lintiled storage capabilities. Web sites 60
query the profile server 80 when accessed by a user 5. The
profile server 80, in turn, queries the interface database 84E

is and, if available, retrieves the €ype of interface associated
with a particular IF address. The profile server 80 stores in
the database 84E all users and informs the web site 60 of the
display interface that the user 5 has. Based an this
information, the web site 60 tailors the information that is

7a being sent to the user 5.
E Methods of Operation

Apmferred method 160 of operation for the profile server
80 and profile discovery server 90 will now be described
with reference to FIGS. 14(A) and 14(8). At 162, the profile

25 server 80 is given an IF address or host name to query. At
163, the profile server 80 deter mines whether the requester
is authorized to receive the information and, if not, tells the
requestor at 166 that the information is unknown. The
inquiry as to whether the requestor is authorized at 163 is

m preferably performed so that only those entities that have
paid for access to the profile server 80 and profile discovery
server 90 obtain the data. If the tequestor is authorized, then
the profile server at 164 determines whether the profile of the
address is known. If the profile for that address is known, the

35 profile servor 80 sends the mquemed information to the
requester at 163, otherwise the profile server 80 at 166
informs the requcstar that the information is unknown.

For information that is unknown to the profile server 80,
the profile server 80 passes the information to the profile

40 discovery server 90 at 167. At 168, the profile discovery
server determines the route to the address, at 169 obtains
knower information about all hosts in route from the profile
server 80, and then dccidcs at 170 whetbcr airy unknown
hosts are left in the route. If no unknown hosts am left in the

45 mute, then at 171 the profile discovery server 90 returns an
error condition and notifies the operator.

For each host name left in the route, the profile discovery
server 90 next at 172 determines whether a host name exists
for the unknown host. If so, then at 173 the profile discovery

5o server attempts to determine the location based on common
host name naming conventions and/or global country based

	

naming conventions. At 174, the profile discovery server 90
cheeks whether the host responds to NTP qucrim arid, if so,
at 175 attempts to determine the time zone basted on the NTP

s5 responses. At 176, the profile discovery server 90 checks
whether the host responds to SNMP queries and, if so, at 177

	

attempts to determine the location, machine fypc, and con.
nection speed based on public SNMP responses Next, at
178, the profile discovery server 90 checks whether the host

ao has a MAC address and, if sa, attempts to determine
machine type and convection speed based on known MAC
address delegations.

At 180, the profile discovery server 90 determines
whether any additional unknown hosts exist. If so, the

as profile discovery server 90 returns to 172 and cheeks

	

whether a host name is available. When no more unknown
hosts exist. the profile discovery server 90 at 181 interpo-
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lates information to datctmioe any remaining information, at

	

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein the
182 hags the interpolated data for future review, and at 183

	

receiving one of the IP address, hoot name or the domain
saves all discovered and interpolated data at the profile

	

name comprises receiving both Elie IP address and the
server 80.

	

domain name and the method farther comprises verifying
The foregoing description of the preferred embodiments s that the IP address corresponds to the host name or the.

of the invention has been presented only for the purpose of

	

domain name-

illustration and description and is not intcndal to be cxhaus-

	

3. The method as set forth in claim 2, wherein the

five or to limit the invention to tltc precise forms disclosed.

	

verifying comprises performing: an aslookup on one of the IP

Many modifications and variations are possible in light of

	

addn*s host name or domain name.

the above teaching.

		

to 4. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein determining
the geographic location of the Irrtemet user comprises per-T}se embodiments were chosen and described in order to

for
explain the principles of the invention and their practical

	

forming a ethos

	

the lP address.
5. The method atas e set forth in claim 1, further comprising

application so as to enable others skilled in the ad to utilize

	

ehedang whether the target host is on-line prior to dcier-
ni le ih i b d do a varto rxave ous emt a urtents an with various

	

. ttv, e.s...,..-k- -4.E._«

modiftcatioas as are suiud to the particular use con[em- Es

	

6, The method as set forth in claim 3, wherein the
plated.

	

chccldng comprises performing a ping,
What is claimed:

	

7. The mefltexd as set forth in claim 1, wherein the

	

1. An automated computer-imp lemented method of deter-

	

obtaining of the route through flu: Internet comprises per.

	

mining a geographic location of an ItlECrrtct user, compris-

	

forming a traoxroute.
ing:

	

20

	

8. Tito method as set forth in claim 1, further comprising

	

receiving one of an IP address, bast name: or domain name

	

assigning a confidence level to the geographic location of

associated with the Internet user,

	

the Internet user.

	

determining a geographic address of an entity that awes

	

9. The method as set forth in claim i, wherein the
determining of the geographic location includes analyzing

the II' addtsss, Mast name or domain name;

	

25 the domain name for the geographic location.

	

obtaining a route through the Internet to a target host for

	

lU. The method as set forth in claim 1, further comprising

	

the IP address, the mute containing any intermediate

	

confirming the geographic location of the Inlcrocf user.
hosts;

	

al.'ll~e method as set forth in claim i, wherein auEnma[i-

	

detcrmining a geographic naming txsttvenEion fora[! hosts

	

tally determining the geographic location of the Internet
contained in the route through the Inlcmci to the target _Q ,ter comprises automatically determining a city where the
bos4

	

Internet user is located.

	

deriving a geographic location of any intermediate hosts

	

12. The method as set forth in claim i, wherein autotnali-

	

eantairred in the route by automatically maEChing inter-

	

tally determining The geographic location of the Internet

	

mediate hosts to geographic locations through use of a

	

user comprises automatically determining a rcgino a7 thin x

database correlating geographic naming conventions to a5 country where the Internet user is located.
geographic locatior>SS;

	

13. The method as set forth in claim I, wherein receiving
riscs receivin acoat luralit of IF addresses host namesg pp y

if any intermediate huts within the route do not have

	

or domain names associated with a plurality of Internet users
associated known geographic naming conventions,

	

and automatically determining comprises automatically
deriving the geographic locatiams of any unknown

determining geographic locatian% of the plurality o f Imemet
intermediate host in the route by determining the gee- 40 users
graphic location of an entity that owns if= unknown

	

14. The method as set forth in claim 13, wherein storing
intermediate host;

	

comprises compiling a database: containing the geographic
automatically determining The geographic location of the

	

locations of the Internet uscrs.
Internet user by analysis of the route and the gco- ,3

	

15. The method as set forth in claim 1, further comprising
graphic locations of the intermediate hosts; and

	

receiving queries for the geographic location of the Internet
storing the geographic location of the Internet user in a

	

user and returning the geographic location.
database along with the geographic locations of a
plurality of other Internet users.

	

»
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